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1. Background

1.1. Calcium carbonate
Calcium carbonate is a ubiquitous mineral in nature and plays a significant
role in (bio-) mineralization, and many aspects of daily life and industry. It is
an important participant in the global carbon cycle, trapping carbon in geological deposits [1] with subsequent effects on global warming. It exists in
many living organisms as the main component of their exoskeletons [2, 3].
Calcium carbonate has been employed in many applications in industry [4].
It is extensively used as a filler for papermaking and other composites, and
as a pigment in many household products. In biomedical applications, calcium carbonate is used as a calcium supplement, a gastric antacid agent [5]
and a carrier for drug delivery [6]. One drawback of calcium carbonate is
that it forms lime scale in industrial and domestic water heaters and pipes
which lowers the efficiency of heating and cooling devices and can damage
industrial machines.

1.1.1. Calcium carbonate polymorphism and morphology
The well-known polymorphs of calcium carbonate are the three anhydrous
crystalline forms, calcite, aragonite and vaterite, and the two hydrated crystalline forms, monohydrocalcite (CaCO3·1H2O) and ikaite (CaCO3·6H2O).
Hemihydrate calcium carbonate, another hydrated crystalline polymorph of
calcium carbonate, was also discovered in 2019 [7]. In addition to the crystalline forms, amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) also exists; this will be
discussed in detail in the next section.
Calcite is the most stable polymorph of calcium carbonate. Single crystalline calcite has a typical rhombohedral morphology. Aragonite is less stable
than calcite. Aragonite is usually precipitated during synthesis at temperatures > 60 °C with slow precipitation kinetics [8, 9]. Aragonite has an orthorhombic crystal and usually has a needle-like structure. Vaterite is the least
stable anhydrous crystalline form. It has crystalline structure, ranging from
hexagonal to 2-layer monoclinic or 6-layer monoclinic [10]. Hexagonal vaterite is the commonest form in nature and when synthesized. It usually has a
“spherical” structure. The appearance of calcium carbonate cannot be used to
confidently identify its polymorphs since the polymorphs are affected by the
parameters and the additives used during synthesis.
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Transformation of calcium carbonate from one polymorph to another follows Ostwald’s step rule [11]. The crystallization of calcium carbonate will
vary according to whether thermodynamic control or kinetic control is used.
In thermodynamically controlled crystallization, no intermediate phases are
formed but this crystallization route has a high activation energy and slow
reaction kinetics. With kinetic control, metastable polymorphs are formed, a
lower activation energy is required, and the reaction kinetics are faster than
with thermodynamically driven crystallization. These metastable polymorphs will eventually transform to thermodynamically stable phases. Figure 1 illustrates the transformation pathway for calcium carbonate following
Ostwald’s step rule. Some polymorphs, such as aragonite, may not be
formed during the crystallization of calcium carbonate under kinetic control.
In fact, aragonite is rarely anticipated in most crystallization processes, because of difficulties with nucleation (> 60 °C), as discussed above.

Figure 1. Crystallization pathways for calcium carbonate, following Ostwald’s step
rule. Crystallization can occur with either thermodynamic control or kinetic control
pathway [11].
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1.2. Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC)
ACC, a polymorph of calcium carbonate which lacks long-range atomic
order, exists widely in living organisms. Living organisms use ACC as a
precursor for the eventual production of calcium carbonate biomineral with
diverse morphologies. It is also possible to synthesize ACC in the laboratory.
ACC is one of the intermediates formed during the crystallization of calcium
carbonate. In most cases, ACC is hydrated with different amounts of structural water, depending on the synthesis environment, but anhydrous ACC is
frequently found in organisms. It is also found as a transient state as hydrated ACC transforms to the more stable anhydrous crystalline polymorphs.
Hydrous, synthetic ACC will be the only focus in this thesis.

1.2.1. Physico-chemical properties of ACC
ACC exists as nanoparticles ranging in size from a few to hundreds of nanometers [12-14]. ACC nanoparticles can exist in various solvents, such as
alcohol and water. The mixture appears transparent or milky depending on
the size of the ACC nanoparticles. In the dry state, ACC appears translucent
or as a white powder formed of aggregated nanoparticles. The typical components of ACC are calcium carbonate molecules and structural water. The
content of structural water in ACC varies depending on the synthesis environment. The density of ACC is lower than that of its anhydrous and crystalline forms [15], ranging from ~1.62 g/cm3 to 2.59 g/cm3 [16-18]. Furthermore, ACC is more soluble (pKsp = 6.22-6.66) than the crystalline polymorphs (calcite: pKsp = 8.42-8.48; aragonite: pKsp = 8.22-8.34; vaterite: pKsp
= 7.60-7.91) [19]. The solubility of ACC is inversely related to the size of
the nanoparticles [12]. ACC will eventually crystallize to calcite via either
thermodynamically or kinetically controlled pathways. It usually crystallizes
to calcite under thermal heating at ~150-350 °C [12, 20, 21]. In aqueous
solution it has a lifetime of seconds to minutes. In the dry state, the stability
depends on the structure of the ACC and the storage conditions [22].

1.2.2. Formation of ACC
1.2.2.1. Formation of ACC nanoparticle from solution
The formation of ACC is increasingly well understood, based on extensive
research in recent years.
Liquid-like precursors firstly appeared to be the precursors for ACC. A
liquid-like precursor of calcium carbonate was first observed by Gower et al.
with the assistance of poly(aspartic acid) [23]. This liquid-like precursor was
therefore named a “polymer-induced liquid-precursor” (PILP). The character
of this liquid-like precursor was illustrated by forming a thin film on a glass
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substrate. The PILP was confirmed by Faatz et al. during the formation of
ACC [13]. They found that the mineralization solution comprising water,
calcium and carbonate ions went through a liquid-liquid phase separation to
form two phases, with low and high concentrations (the high concentration
phase was also called liquid droplets). The high concentration droplets eventually went through “gelation” as water was lost (dehydration) and subsequently formed solid ACC particles. A liquid-like amorphous intermediate
could also form in the absence of any polymer additives, as stated by Wolf et
al. [24]. This intermediate exhibited the characteristics of an emulsion,
which is mainly stabilized electrostatically.
The later on study suggested that pre-nucleation calcium carbonate clusters might be the intrinsic starting point for ACC. The existence of stable
pre-nucleation calcium carbonate clusters (a notion from non-classical crystallization which will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.2.5) was proposed by Gebauer et al. in 2008 [25]. Clusters with diameters of ~2 nm have
subsequently been directly observed by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) [26]. It was later suggested that the pre-nucleation
clusters were liquid-like ionic polymer structures [27] constructed of ionic
pairs [28]. Liquid-like droplets of calcium carbonate have subsequently been
observed with or without the addition of polymer [29].
More recently, the microscopic structure of the PILP for calcium carbonate was reported by Xu et al. by means of cryo-TEM [30]. They proposed that the PILP is actually a polymer-driven assembly of ACC clusters
(~2 nm), and that the liquid properties are a result of the small size and surface properties (e.g. highly hydrated) of the assemblies.
Therefore, the formation of ACC potentially could be unified at the point
where the pre-nucleation clusters probably act as an intrinsic precursor for
ACC [31, 32]. When a polymer is present as a stabilizer for the clusters, the
term PILP is used. This precursor appears to have liquid characteristics because of its small size and highly hydrated state [31, 33]. During the proposed formation of ACC in a supersaturated solution of calcium and carbonate ions (Figure 2), the hydration dynamics plays a significant role [31].
Calcium and carbonate ions in solution are highly hydrated with solvent (i.e.
water) and ionic pairs form spontaneously. These ionic pairs grow to prenucleation clusters as a result of the release of water [28]. The solution is
then divided into two phases via liquid-liquid phase separation, a low concentration calcium carbonate solution and a highly concentrated/dense calcium carbonate solution (or droplet) [13, 31, 34]. With the presence of polymer (i.e. PILP), these pre-nuclear clusters can be further stabilized by staticelectric interaction, thus retarding their dehydration. Solid ACC is then
probably formed by dehydration and solidification of the dense calcium carbonate droplets.
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Figure 2. The proposed formation of ACC nanoparticles from solution, with specific
focus on the role of hydration dynamics during calcium carbonate nucleation. Reprinted with permission from Sebastiani et al. [31]. Copyright (2017) John Wiley
and Sons.

1.2.2.2. Methods of synthesizing ACC
ACC can be synthesized using various methods. Apart from the widely used
aqueous solution-based method which involves mixing calcium and carbonate precursor solutions directly, gas diffusion is also a popular method
[13]. For both methods, either aqueous or organic solvents (e.g. alcohol) can
be used [35, 36]. Additionally, some modified methods, such as the freezedrying method [37], vortex fluid synthesis [38] and the high pressure CO2
diffusion method [39] have been reported.

1.2.3. Structure of ACC
ACC has short-range atomic order and is hydrated with water. However, it is
not possible to propose an exact structure for ACC because differences in its
atomic structure and hydration level strongly depend on the conditions of
synthesis, such as the concentration, solvent, pH and additives [40]. A large
number of advanced analysis technologies, such as pair distribution function
analysis [14, 17], extended X-ray absorption fine structure analysis [41], and
synchrotron small/wide-angle X-ray scattering [16], have been employed to
study the atomic structure of ACC. Some common structural properties are
shared by synthetic ACC, as listed below.
i) ACC has short-range atomic order, usually <15 Å, which indicates that
coherent order inside ACC disappears above 15 Å [40]. The average Ca-O
distance is ~2.4 Å [14, 40]. The coordination number of calcium is ~7-8 and
the coordinated oxygen comes from both carbonate ions and structural water.
Calcium, carbonate and water are homogeneously distributed throughout the
network. Both the Ca-O distance and the coordination number of calcium
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inside ACC can vary with variations in the synthesis conditions. ii) ACC is
hydrated by structural water. However, the water content in ACC varies
significantly depending on the synthesis conditions, such as solvent, pH, etc.
The water content in synthetic ACC can range from 0.4 to 1.5 mol H2O/mol
calcium carbonate [37, 40, 42-44]. The structural water is homogeneously
distributed throughout the ACC network, resulting in the formation of hydrogen bonds between the carbonate and structural water molecules
throughout the network. Michel et al. proposed that OH groups could also be
present in the ACC structure [40], resulting in coordination of calcium atoms
in the synthetic ACC with carbonate, H2O, and possibly OH groups. iii) Proto-crystalline structure of ACC. Although ACC has short-range atomic order, it is still possible to have a proto-crystalline structure, as in certain crystals such as proto-calcite [25, 45], proto-vaterite [25, 45] and proto-aragonite
[46]. However, some synthetic ACCs do not resemble any known structure
of calcium carbonate. This is especially true for the ACC synthesized at high
ion concentrations (i.e. high supersaturation) [35, 40].

1.2.4. Kinetic stabilization of ACC
ACC is thermodynamically the least stable of all the polymorphs of calcium
carbonate, while the formation of ACC is kinetically favored. The kinetic
stability of ACC is strongly related to its structure. Moreover, additives can
extend its stability.
There are three main factors that affect the stability of ACC:
i) The structural water content of the ACC [47]. As discussed above, a network of hydrogen bonds can form between the structural water and the carbonate ions. This hydrogen bond network can distort the structure of the
carbonate to retard the crystallization of ACC. The effect of structural water
on the stability of ACC may be related to the number of these hydrogen
bonds, since hydrated ACC appears to be more stable than the anhydrate
(transient) form [48]. This is in agreement with the high energy (~245
kJ/mol) needed to totally dehydrate ACC to induce crystallization [49]. ii).
The local structure of the ACC. Some ACC forms with a proto-crystalline
structure have been suggested to be more stable, possibly as a result of the
binding strength in the corresponding clusters [25]. Moreover, some researchers have found that ACCs incorporating more OH have extended lifetimes [50, 51]. iii) The size of the ACC nanoparticles. The size of the ACC
nanoparticles has a significant effect on the stability of ACC under ambient
conditions and in aqueous solution [12]. Small ACC nanoparticles appear to
be more stable under heating but less stable in aqueous solution than larger
nanoparticles. The critical diameter of the metastable ACC nanoparticle,
~100 nm, was proposed by Nudelman et al. [52].
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Apart from the above factors, the lifetime of ACC can also be extended
by the addition of additives. Various additives have been shown to stabilize
ACC or retard the crystallization process. The most studied additives include
carboxylic species (in the form of polymers [53] or low weight molecules
[14]), silica [54, 55], phosphorous ion [56], magnesium ion [57, 58], etc. In
an aqueous solution, the crystallization of ACC was slowed from 50 s (without additive) to ~30 min on the addition of citric acid (CA) as stabilizer [14].
Magnesium ion stabilized ACC (Mg-ACC) exhibited excellent stability,
without crystallization over one year during storage in ethanol at 5 °C or as a
dry powder at -5 °C [59]. Although all of these additives can stabilize ACC,
the mechanisms of stabilization vary. For example, ACC can be stabilized by
distorting or tailoring its atomic structure [14, 57, 60, 61]. The incorporation
of magnesium ions into ACC induces significant distortion of the local atomic structure as a result of the different bond lengths of Mg-O (~2 Å) and CaO (~2.4 Å), which means that a disordered atomic structure is favored and
the ACC is stabilized. The presence of magnesium in ACC also increases the
energy barrier for dehydration, thus extending the lifetime of ACC [62].
However, ACC can also be stabilized by reducing the dissolution process,
which can be realized by confining ACC in a physical space or covering the
ACC particles with additives [54, 55]. The stability of ACC confined in a
half-cylinder or covered with a silica layer is markedly enhanced [54, 63].
These two stabilization mechanisms are associated with the crystallization
mechanisms of ACC (which will be discussed in section 1.2.5.2).

1.2.5. ACC as an intermediate in calcium carbonate
crystallization processes
1.2.5.1. Classical and non-classical crystallization
The mechanisms involved in the crystallization of calcium carbonate are still
unclear and under debate, even though calcium carbonate has been widely
applied in various applications (e.g. biomineralization) and investigated by
many research groups. The crystallization of calcium carbonate was thought
for a long time to follow classical crystallization pathway. In classical nucleation theory, the formation of nuclei in a supersaturated homogeneous
solution is the consequence of random collisions of the dissolved constituents (molecules, atoms or ions), which is governed by the balance between
the bulk and surface energies of the new phase [64]. When the nuclei reach a
critical size, the crystal growth can take place by layer-by-layer adsorption
of solute atoms/molecules/ions onto the face, resulting in smooth surface of
a crystal [65]. However, as research on calcium carbonate has progressed,
there is increasing evidence, such as the existence of ACC and the formation
of complex biomineral structures or complicated mesocrystal structures of
calcium carbonate [24], that the theory requires modification.
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There is evidence, in fact, that the crystallization of calcium carbonate
could follow non-classical nucleation pathway [65]. It refers to a clusterbased nucleation (i.e. pre-nucleation clusters) [25, 32], and non-classical
particle-based crystal growth [66], including amorphous phase mediated
crystallization [67-69], oriented aggregation [70, 71] and mesocrystal formation [72]. The non-classical crystallization pathway, including oriented
attachment, mesocrystal formation, and mesoscale transformation of amorphous phase is illustrated below.

Figure 3. Illustration of i) classical and ii-iv) particle-based non-classical crystallization pathway: i) classical crystallization pathway, single crystal formation by monomer-based growth; ii) oriented aggregation of primary nanoparticles to form isooriented crystals; iii) mesocrystal formation via mesoscale assembly of primary
nanoparticles covered with organic additives; iv) amorphous phase mediated crystallization via liquid droplets/amorphous precursor and mesoscale transformations of
primary hybrid nanoparticles to form hybrid nanostructures [11, 69, 73].

ACC plays a key role in the non-classical crystallization of calcium carbonate. Stable pre-nucleation calcium carbonate clusters can exist in both
supersaturated and non-supersaturated solutions [25]. These clusters have
been proposed to be the possible intrinsic precursors for the formation of
ACC, as discussed in Section 1.2.2. When ACC crystalizes to a more stable
polymorph, the oriented attachment of nanocrystals can take place [11, 71].
This results in calcium carbonate crystalline structures (mesocrystal) which
consist of mutually oriented nanocrystal building blocks in some cases [72].
The formation of ACC has been discussed in section 1.2.2; in this section,
the transformation of ACC and subsequent crystal growth will be discussed.
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1.2.5.2. Transformation of ACC
ACC can be formed as an intermediate phase during the crystallization of
calcium carbonate. The most probable mechanisms for the transition of ACC
to crystalline calcium carbonate include solid transformation via dehydration
and dissolution-recrystallization of ACC.
i) Solid transformation of ACC via dehydration. ACC is usually in a hydrated state (depending on the synthesis methods) but can contain different
amounts of structural water. Removal of the structural water induces rearrangement of the atoms to form well-ordered crystalline polymorphs. This is
widely known as solid transformation of ACC. The structural water in ACC
can form hydrogen bonds with carbonate or OH in some cases. High energy
input is usually needed to dehydrate all the structural water from ACC [49].
Thermal heating or exposure to electron beams with high kinetic energy are
common procedures for inducing the dehydration and crystallization of ACC
[43]. Yoshino et al. reported that high pressure could be used to induce the
transformation of ACC [74]; this was also strongly dependent on the water
content (structural water) of the ACC. However, some researchers have reported that the dehydration process for ACC can also take place at room
temperature [75].
ii) Dissolution-recrystallization of ACC. The dissolution-recrystallization
of ACC, followed by transformation to crystalline polymorphs, has been
widely observed by researchers. This is especially known to occur in aqueous solution or a water-based solvent. In this case, water plays an essential
role in the dissolution process [76]. The dissolution of ACC is initiated on
the surface of the nanoparticle, resulting in a highly saturated concentration
of calcium carbonate which facilitates the formation of a more stable crystalline polymorph (dependent on ion activity product, saturation index, temperature of the system, additives, etc.). Vaterite is typically the first crystal type
that forms after dissolution-recrystallization of ACC. The onset of formation
of crystals triggers the inner parts of ACC to dissolve, and the crystalline
forms grow. Hollow structures of calcium carbonate have been obtained
from a surface-mediated or partial dissolution–recrystallization process [77].
Even under dry conditions, ACC can be transformed to a crystalline state
through partial dissolution-recrystallization, as a layer of water (~1.2 nm) is
adsorbed onto the surface [22].
1.2.5.3. Crystal growth
i) General description of crystal growth
After the initial crystallization of ACC, crystal growth occurs. Crystal
growth can occur via a particle-based non-classical pathway. The crystals
attach in an oriented manner to assemble mesocrystals or complex structures.
The driving force for the oriented attachment of nanocrystals is considered to
be related to the reduction of surface energy by inter-crystal fusing [71],
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Coulombic/electrostatic interactions [78] and the surface environment of
particles/nanocrystals, such as solvent [79] and surface-adsorbed molecules
[80, 81], etc. Some researchers have stated that the crystallization of ACC
and subsequent crystal growth are not independent processes [75, 77]. After
the onset of crystallization of ACC to a more stable form, the newly formed
crystalline form would grow by consumption of the ACC in the system and
the crystals would grow to maturity until all the ACC in the system had been
consumed (as shown in Figure 3, iv). Thereafter the next recrystallization
process begins, ending eventually with the most thermodynamically stable
product – calcite [82].
ii) Additive-mediated crystal growth of complex morphology
ACC stabilized with additives needs longer time to transform to stable crystalline forms (section 1.2.4), which suggests that additives have a significant
kinetic effect on the crystallization of ACC and possibly on the morphology
of calcium carbonate as well.
In nature, living organisms can use ACC as a precursor and adjust the
crystallization process in order to form different polymorphs of calcium carbonate with diverse and complex morphology to meet their needs [83]. During the biomineralization process, bio-molecules play a pivotal role in this
morphological control [84, 85]. Inspired by nature, scientists have developed
biomimetic synthetic strategies to create superstructures resembling naturally
existing biominerals, starting from ACC and various additives; for example,
artificial nacre was synthesized followed a biomimetic strategy in the presence of Mg2+ and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) or poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (as the
additive [86, 87].
Other complex calcium carbonate materials with specific sizes, shapes
and hierarchical structures have also been successfully fabricated by controlling the crystallization of ACC with the assistance of additives. Spherical
vaterite particles are the mostly commonly synthesized form of calcium carbonate using ACC as the precursor [88]. Aragonite superstructures with
“sheaf bundle” crystals, hexagonal plate-like vaterite particles, rosette-like
calcite mesocrystals, and superstructures combining different polymorphs
have also been designed independently [81, 89-91].
In presence of additives, the crystallization of ACC and subsequently
crystal growth become extremely complex. The additive can interact with
ACC or crystalline nanocrystals in multiple ways and then mediate the
growth of crystals accordingly. Apart from the possible face-specific adsorption of additive, other chemical or physical properties of the system in the
presence of additive should also be taken into account.
Organic solvents (e.g. alcohol) are also considered as additives. Various
calcium carbonate polymorph morphologies can be easily tailored by adjusting the ratios between water and organic solvent. The use of alcohol as a
solvent or co-solvent has been shown to have physical or chemical effects on
the ACC mixture/solution [9, 92, 93]. Aragonite micro-ellipsoids composed
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of stacked nano-needles have been synthesized by controlling the crystallization of Mg-ACC in a mixed solvent (water-ethanol) system [94].

1.2.6. Application of ACC
1.2.6.1. Biomineralization
ACC is known to play a significant role in biomineralization. In order to
gain insight into the formation of biominerals, and the relationship between
the macroscopic mechanical properties of a crystal and its microscopic structure, ACC has frequently been used as a precursor to mimic the formation of
the biominerals in vitro [84, 95]. For example, artificial nacres have been
successfully fabricated independently in vitro by Mao et al. [86] and Finnemore et al. [87] using ACC as the precursor.
1.2.6.2. Biomedicine
Calcium carbonate has been documented as a nontoxic, biocompatible material and it has been used in biomedical applications. ACC has shown potential for applications in biomedicine, with enhanced performance due to its
high porosity and high solubility compared with the crystalline forms. It can
be loaded with doxorubicin, with burst release characteristics [96]. The ACC
with high porosity may also act as a scaffold for hosting and stabilizing molecules in the amorphous state and increasing their solubility [97, 98]. Moreover, ACC could be a promising candidate material for bone healing. Tolba
et al. found that ACC, with a small amount of vaterite content, was highly
biocompatible, improving osteogenic properties compared with biologically
inert calcite, which suggests a potential application as a scaffold material for
bone implants [99]. A hierarchical calcium carbonate scaffold with a full
range of porosity/pore sizes and a large internal surface area have been
demonstrated to facilitate cell adhesion, spreading, and proliferation, which
also indicates promising potential for ACC in bone healing [100].
1.2.6.3. Functional materials
From a materials science perspective, various ACC-based hybrid/functional
materials have been successfully prepared with many potential applications
[101]. For example, hard transparent hybrid films have been synthesized
from ACC with different polymers [102, 103]. These hybrid films exhibit
promising optical and mechanical properties and will potentially act as multifunctional biodegradable hybrid materials. In addition, a hybrid hydrogel
consisting of very small ACC nanoparticles physically cross-linked with
PAA has been synthesized by Sun et al. [104]. They proposed that the hybrid
hydrogel represents a new class of plastic materials, the “mineral plastics”,
which could be potentially applied as a new environmentally friendly and
sustainable plastic material.
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As discussed earlier, the PILP precursor of ACC has the ability to form
thin films, which suggests a potential application for fabrication of hybrid
coatings [67]. Furthermore, the PILP precursor is liquid-like, indicating flexibility, and as a result it could also be used to generate mineral fibers [105].
As colloidal ACC can be stabilized with additives, it could also be used as
a model to explore the size-dependent effects for some applications, such as
pigments and fillers.
1.2.6.4. As a template for other porous materials
ACC exists as nanoparticles (diameter in nanometers). These nanoparticles
can potentially be used in the template synthesis of porous materials. Hollow
silica nanoparticles have been produced with ACC nanoparticles as the hard
template [54]. The diameter and shell thickness of the hollow silica nanoparticles was adjustable by varying the ACC nanoparticle size and the amount
of silica precursor. ACC could also be used as a precursor for other calcium
salts due to the relatively weak acidity of carbonic acid (pKa1 = 6.3) compared with, for example, phosphoric acid (pKa1 = 2.14) [106]. It is therefore,
possible to develop other nanomaterials from ACC nanoparticles.

1.3. Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP)
Calcium phosphate (CaP) is the main inorganic component of human bone
and teeth and also exists in many organisms as hard tissue, especially in
verterbrates [107, 108]. Calcium phosphate has been used in industry and
biomedicine [109, 110], in areas involving drug delivery and bone healing.
Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) is a polymorph of calcium phosphate
that has no long-range atomic order. ACP has been found in many living
organisms as the precursor for calcium phosphate biominerals. ACP also
stores calcium and phosphate ions in the body [111, 112]. In addition, ACP
is the precursor of synthetic crystalline calcium phosphates [113, 114].
There are many types of calcium phosphate with different chemical structures (e.g. Ca/P ratio) can be obtained by precipitation [115], such as dicalcium phosphate (or dibasic calcium phosphate, CaHPO4), tricalcium phosphate
(or calcium phosphate/calcium orthophosphate, Ca3(PO4)2), and octacalcium
phosphate (Ca8H2(PO4)6). ACP also exists in different forms [116]. The
chemical composition of ACP is strongly related to the synthesis parameters,
such as the pH of the mixing solution [115, 116]. In alkaline media, amorphous tricalcium phosphate (ATCP) is the most common phase in the amorphous precipitates [117]. In acidic solutions, HPO42- is the most common
product and, as a result, the formed ACP usually has HPO42- as a constituent,
such as amorphous dicalcium phosphate, or the complex form
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Cax(PO4)y(HPO4)z [118]. The ACP discussed below is ATCP unless otherwise specified.

1.3.1. Structure of ACP
The structure of ACP was first investigated by X-ray radial distribution function (RDF) method; the building units were proposed to be clusters composed of Ca9(PO4)6 with an average diameter of ~ 0.95 nm [119]. These clusters, known as “Posner’s clusters”, are present in solution and aggregate
randomly to form ACP. Strongly bound water is also present in ACP with
10-20 wt.% content [120]. With the development of advanced analysis techniques, the deep insight into the structure of ACP has been provided. The
clusters have been directly observed during the formation of ACP with cryoTEM [121] and atomic force microscopy [122]. Recently, Du et al. proposed
an improved model for the structure of “Posner’s cluster” with the formula
Ca9(PO4)6(H2O)30 by means of in situ X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy [123]. Meanwhile, Habraken et al. proposed that the calcium triphosphate structure [Ca(HPO4)3]4− that initially emerges in solution is responsible
for the formation of ACP via binding additional calcium ions and aggregation [124].

1.3.2. Properties of ACP
ACP is inherently thermodynamically and kinetically unstable and is the
precursor of stable crystalline calcium phosphates in biomineralization or
precipitation. Extensive research about the toxicity of ACP has been carried
out and the biocompatibility of ACP has been established [125, 126]. As an
amorphous material, ACP has short-range atomic order, which results in
high solubility. The solubility of ACP is pH-dependent, increasing with decreased pH. The high porosity of ACP is another important characteristic,
arising from the small size of the ACP nanoparticles. These small ACP nanoparticles aggregate to form a porous structure.

1.3.3. Synthetic ACP
ACP can be synthesized by either solution-based or dry methods.
1.3.3.1. Aqueous and non-aqueous solution-based methods
The most commonly used method of synthesizing ACP in aqueous solution
is to directly mix the concentrated calcium and orthophosphate ion solutions
[115]. Another approach is to introduce a strong basic solution to an acidic
subsaturated aqueous solution of a calcium phosphate (e.g. dicalcium phosphate dihydrate) [110]. The aqueous solution-based approaches can be car25

ried out in organic solvents [127] or a mixture solvent [128]. It has been
documented that organic solvents with low dielectric constants can facilitate
the formation of ACP due to the decreased solubility and increased precipitation kinetics [129]. In these synthetic methods, the organic solvent can sometimes be incorporated into the ACP [130]. Some researchers have also reported that the presence of ethanol in the reaction system has a marked effect
on the composition of ACP, especially the HPO42- content and the Ca/P ratio
[118, 127].
The precipitated ACP particles usually appear to be spherical with a diameter range of several to hundreds of nanometers [131]. The ACP particle
size is significantly affected by the synthesis parameters, such as the concentration of the precursor solution, pH, temperature, etc. [117]. ACPs synthesized in a highly supersaturated solution at a high pH typically have smaller
particle sizes than those obtained using a less supersaturated solution at a
low pH.
1.3.3.2. Dry methods
Dry mechano-chemical methods (e.g. milling) can be used to produce ACP
[132]. In addition, ACP forms as a co-product of plasma-sprayed hydroxyapatite (HAP) coatings [133]. One potential drawback of these two methods
is the lack of purity of the formed ACP, as contamination with crystalline
calcium phosphates and CaO is common. A flame-spray synthesis based on
feeding a liquid precursor solution to a burning methane/oxygen-supporting
flame has also been developed as an alternative method to the plasmaspraying method [126].

1.3.4. Application of ACP
ACP has shown promise in biomedicine, as a bone healing material and carrier for drug delivery etc., which is attributed to its intrinsic biocompatibility,
high solubility, and high porosity, and also its easy use as a precursor of
crystalline forms.
1.3.4.1. Bone healing material
ACP has shown promise in several aspects of bone healing.
i) Bone cement. Calcium phosphate cements have attracted extensive attention in the field of bone substitutes. They are moldable and even injectable to
fit the shape of the bone defects. The subsequent hardening of the bioactive
material leads to healing of the bone defects. ACP with its high reactivity in
aqueous solution is a good candidate as a reactive powder ingredient in bone
cement. ACP-based cement also has the ability to carry bioactive substances/molecules [134]. ii) Ceramic. ACP can be used as a precursor powder for
formation of calcium phosphate based ceramics. A bone-like apatite bio26

ceramics from ACP has been made by Ortali et al., using spark plasma sintering at low temperatures (150 °C), in contrast to the high temperature used
for conventional ceramic preparation [135]. iii) Coating of metal implants.
ACP can be used as a coating on metal implants (the main constituents of
load-bearing prostheses) to enhance adhesion and bioactivity (fast dissolution facilitates fast fixation to the bone tissue) [136]. It is also possible to
load biologically active molecules into this ACP coating to add more functions.
1.3.4.2. Drug delivery
ACP has exhibited promising properties relevant to drug delivery in recent
years, mainly associated with its high porosity and fast dissolution rate. It
can accept a high loading content with a faster release rate than crystalline
calcium phosphates [125]. Furthermore, the pH-dependent dissolution of
ACP makes it an ideal material for pH-sensitive drug delivery systems [137,
138]. ACP can also be loaded with drugs/bioactive substances and used as an
ingredient in other kinds of scaffolds, such as bone cement and coatings, as
discussed above.

1.4. Porous materials
Porous materials are materials consisting of a solid framework containing
pores. They are relatively common and play pivotal roles in our daily lives.
Porous materials have numerous industrial and domestic applications, such
as adsorbent [139], catalyst[140], energy material [141], environmental
material [142], biomedicine [143], etc. The pore characteristics (i.e. pore size
and pore structure) determine their suitability for various applications.
According to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC), porous materials can be classified into three categories according
to the size of the pores: microporous materials have pore sizes < 2 nm; mesoporous materials have pore sizes between 2 and 50 nm; and macroporous
materials have pore sizes > 50 nm [144].
Alternatively, porous materials can arguably be divided according to the
morphology of the porous framework with decreased structural order. i)
Porous materials with an ordered structure. Porous materials with ordered
structures usually have regularly shaped porous networks with a narrow
range of pore sizes and shapes. Example materials include zeolites, metal
organic frameworks and mesoporous silicas. ii) Hierarchical porous material. Hierarchical porous materials typically contain interconnected pores
ranging from micro- to macropores [145], which covers extensive kinds of
materials. iii) Porous materials constructed from solid nanoparticles.
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1.4.1. Porous materials constructed from solid nanoparticles
Ordered-structure and hierarchical porous materials have a porous network
with pores throughout the framework. In contrast, porous materials can also
be constructed by aggregating solid nanoparticles, such as mesocrystals consisting of assembled nanocrystals [71, 72].
For this kind of porous material, the pore size and specific surface area
(SSA) strongly depend on the building blocks (i.e. the particles) (as illustrated in Figure 4). The relationship between the SSA and the particle size can
be calculated as follows (assuming that the particles are spherical with radius
r and density ρ, and are not fused together):
SSA = Sparticle/m = 4πr2/[ρ*(4/3)* πr3] = 3/ρr
where Sparticle is the surface area of an individual particle, and m is the
weight of sample. It can be seen that the SSA is inversely proportional to the
diameter and density of the material. When a porous structure is formed
from the aggregated particles, the surface area comes from the accessible
surface of each particle and the pore volume derives from the voids between
the aggregated particles. The pore size distribution is dependent on the uniformity of the solid particles. The more uniform the particle size and shape,
the narrower the pore size distribution becomes.

Figure 4. Illustration of porous materials constructed from aggregated solid
nanoparticles.

Porous ACC and ACP are examples of porous materials formed from aggregated nanoparticles. The small size of individual ACC and ACP nanoparticles results in a high SSA for the bulk material. As a result, they have become promising candidate materials for many applications [96, 126]. However, ACC and ACP are known to be inherently unstable and will transform
to thermodynamically stable crystalline phases within a short time [131]. In
this thesis, highly porous ACC and ACP have been developed and their potential applications, such as their use as drug carriers or precursor/templates
for other porous materials, have been studied. In order to increase the stability of porous ACC, we also investigated the effects of additives on the stability and the porosity of ACC, as well as the crystallization process of ACC.
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2. Aim of the thesis

The overall aim of this thesis was to develop porous ACC and porous ACP
and exploit their potential applications. The effects of additives on the porosity/stability and crystallization of ACC were also studied. In addition, the use
of ACC as precursor/template for other porous material was explored. The
specific aims of the included papers in this thesis were as follows:
Paper I: To develop porous ACC and investigate its application as drug
carrier for poorly soluble drugs.
Paper II: To develop porous ACP and explore its ability as drug carrier for
alendronate, a bisphosphonate drug for treatment of osteoporosis.
Paper III: To improve the porosity and stability of porous ACC with the
assistance of additives.
Paper IV: To investigate the effects of additives on the crystallization of
ACC with specific aim on the morphology control of crystalline calcium
carbonate.
Paper V: To develop other porous material from ACC, hierarchical porous
carbons, and investigate its application in greenhouse gas adsorption.
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3. Experimental procedures and characterization
methods

The experimental procedures and characterization methods are described in
more detail in the “Experimental Section” in the individual publication accompanying this thesis.

3.1. Experimental procedures
An outline of the studies presented in this thesis is shown in Figure 5. An
ACC suspension in methanol containing uniform, highly dispersed ACC
nanoparticles was synthesized first, and then porous ACC was obtained by
drying the ACC suspension (Paper I). The ACC suspension was then used in
other studies: the synthesis of porous ACP (Paper II), investigation of the
effects of additives on the porosity and stability of ACC (Paper III) and on
the crystallization of ACC (Paper IV), and development of porous carbon
from ACC (Paper V).

Figure 5. Outline of the studies included in this thesis.
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3.1.1. Synthesis of porous ACC
Porous ACC was synthesized by a surfactant-free method in methanol in two
steps. i) Synthesis of ACC suspension. ACC suspension was synthesized
according to the method used for mesoporous magnesium carbonate (MMC)
as reported by our group previously [146]. Briefly, 2.5 g CaO was added to
150 mL methanol at 50 °C and CO2 (4 bar) was then applied to the reaction
system. After reacting for 4 hours, the mixture was centrifuged at 3800 rpm
for 15 minutes to remove the unreacted CaO, resulting in an almost transparent ACC suspension. ii) Preparation of porous ACC. Porous ACC was obtained by fast drying the ACC suspension at 150 °C for several hours in a
ventilated oven.

3.1.2. Synthesis of porous ACP
Porous ACP was synthesized by introducing phosphoric acid (PA) into the
ACC suspension synthesized in Paper I. In brief, a PA-methanol solution (58
mg/mL) was added to 30 mL ACC suspension dropwise under magnetic
stirring to give 0 g, 0.32 g, 0.53 g, 0.58 g, 0.68 g, 0.78 g and 0.88 g of PA
per 30 mL ACC suspension. After stirring for 1 hour, the mixture was dried
in a ventilated oven at 150 °C for several hours. The obtained samples were
denoted ACC, ACP032, ACP053, CaP058, CaP068, CaP078 and CaP088,
respectively. “ACP” or “CaP” as prefix in the sample name indicates the
sample is amorphous or crystalline, which will be discussed in Section 4.1.2.

3.1.3. Preparation of porous ACC stabilized with additives
Porous ACC stabilized with additives was prepared by introducing the additives in various amounts into ACC suspension under stirring at room temperature. The additives studied in this work included PAA, CA, adipic acid
(AA), hexanoic acid (HA), 6-aminocaproic acid (6A) and 4-aminobutyric
acid (4A). For example, for ACC stabilized with AA, 0.04 g, 0.08 g, 0.12 g,
0.18 g, 0.20 g and 0.30 g AA was dissolved in methanol first and then the
obtained AA-methanol solution was added to 30 mL ACC suspension (~25
mg/mL) under stirring. This mixture was stirred for 1 hour before drying in a
ventilated oven at 150 °C. The amount of AA in the ACC-AA samples was
calculated to be 0.053 g, 0.107 g, 0.160 g, 0.240 g, 0.267 g and 0.400 g per 1
g ACC. Therefore the obtained samples were denoted as ACC-AA-053,
ACC-AA-107, ACC-AA-160, ACC-AA-240, ACC-AA-267 and ACC-AA400, respectively. ACC stabilized with other additives was synthesized using
the same method. ACC samples synthesized with PAA, CA, 6A, 4A and HA
were labelled as ACC-PAA-XX, ACC-CA-XX, ACC-6A-XX, ACC-4A-XX
and ACC-HA-XX with the suffix indicating the amount of additive.
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3.1.4. Controllable crystallization of ACC with the assistance of
additives
Vaterite microparticles with controlled morphology were synthesized by
controlling the crystallization of ACC with the assistance of additives. Specifically, 0.354 mL, 1.068 mL, 1.780 mL or 2.667 mL AA in methanol solution (11.25 mg/mL) was added to 3 mL ACC suspension, resulting in an
ACC suspension stabilized with additive. After stirring for 1 hour, a small
amount of water was added to the mixture to induce crystallization of ACC
nanoparticles. The volume fraction of water in the final suspension was set at
1/3 of the total solvent (methanol + water) in order to ensure that vaterite
would be the final phase of calcium carbonate [147]. The amount of AA in
the Vaterite samples was calculated to be 0.053, 0.160, 0.267 and 0.400 g/g
calcium carbonate. The obtained samples were denoted Vaterite-AA053,
Vaterite-AA160, Vaterite-AA267 and Vaterite-AA400, respectively. Vaterite-AA000 was the sample synthesized without AA. Other additives were
also used to synthesize vaterite microparticles using the same method. The
tested additives in this study included benzoic acid (BA), AA, 6A, CA and
PAA.
The molecular structures of the additives studied in this thesis are shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The molecular structures of the additives studied in this thesis.

3.1.5. Preparation of hierarchical porous carbon from ACC
Hierarchical porous carbon was prepared from ACC suspension via a twostep method. i) Synthesis of porous amorphous calcium citrate (CaCit) from
ACC suspension. 0.55 g CA was dissolved in 5 mL methanol and the obtained CA-methanol solution was added to 15 mL ACC suspension dropwise
under stirring. The mixture was stirred for 1 hour before drying in a ventilated oven at 150 °C for 5 hours. CaCit powder was obtained after removing
the solvent during the drying procedure. ii) Calcination/pyrolysis of CaCit
and washing with acid solution. Porous carbon with residual CaO was first
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acquired by calcination/pyrolysis of CaCit at 800 °C under N2 flow. After
washing with hydrochloric acid solution (10 wt.%) to remove the residual
CaO, the porous carbon was centrifugation washed with de-ionized water
several times until the aqueous solution was neutral. The porous carbon was
then separated from the aqueous solution by centrifugation and dried in a
ventilated oven at 120 °C overnight. The obtained porous carbon prepared
from CaCit was denoted PC-CaCit.
For comparison, porous carbon derived from porous amorphous magnesium citrate (MgCit) (denoted PC-MgCit), was synthesized using a similar
method with MMC as precursor.

3.2. Characterization methods
The main material characterization methods used in this thesis are described
here.
N2 adsorption: N2 adsorption is the most common method used to investigate the porosity of mesoporous materials. The characteristics related to
porosity, such as SSA, pore size distribution and pore volume, can be acquired using N2 adsorption. This method was used to test the porosity of
materials synthesized in this thesis, using an ASAP 2020 volumetric surface
area analyser from Micromeritics. The test was operated at liquid N2 temperature (-196 °C) in a relative pressure (P/P0) range between 0 and 1. Prior to
N2 adsorption-desorption measurement, the samples were degassed under
dynamic vacuum (10-4 Pa) using a Micromeritic Smart Vac Prep (Norcross,
GA, USA) sample preparation instrument. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) surface area of the sample was calculated using the adsorption points
between P/P0= 0.05-0.15. The total pore volume was taken from single point
adsorption at a relative pressure ~0.98. The pore diameter distribution was
calculated using density functional theory (DFT) and slit geometry with N2
model.
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD): PXRD is a non-destructive analysis
technique which is used to analyze solid materials to identify their crystalline
structure. In this thesis, PXRD was used to study the crystallinity of the obtained samples and the coherence length of crystallites in the vaterite microparticles. PXRD patterns in Papers I, II, IV and V were collected using a
Bruker D8 Advance Twin-Twin instrument (Bruker, Bremen, Germany)
equipped with an X-ray source emitting Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) in
the 2θ range between 10° and 70°. The PXRD patterns for the ACCadditives in Paper II were recorded using a Bruker D8 Advance Eco instrument (Bruker, Bremen, Germany) with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) in the
2θ range of 10 to 70°. The samples were ground and placed on a zerobackground silicon sample holder.
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Large-angle X-ray scattering (LAXS): LAXS is a powerful analysis tool
used to provide structural information for a material on small length scale,
that of interatomic distances. The technique specifically refers to the analyzing Bragg peaks scattered to large angles, which are caused by subnanometer sized structures according to Bragg’s law [148]. LAXS was used
to study the atomic arrangement of porous ACC and ACP. The LAXS experiments with porous ACC (Paper I) and porous ACP (Paper II) were carried
out using a custom-made large-angle θ−θ goniometer with MoKα radiation
(λ = 0.71073 Å).
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy: IR spectroscopy is one of the most commonly
used absorption spectroscopy methods for determining the functional groups
in a material. Vibrations and rotations of molecules and groups can be excited by absorbing IR light radiation of a specific energy. The absorption at this
energy (i.e. wavenumber) is used to identify the groups that are contained in
a sample. In this thesis, IR was used to study the physical and chemical
properties of the samples. The IR spectra for porous ACC (Paper I) were
recorded using a Varian 670-IR spectrometer (Santa Clara, California, United States) equipped with a Specac Goldengate attenuated total reflection
(ATR) accessory (Orpington, UK). The in situ IR experiments (Paper I) were
carried out using the same spectrometer with the IR microscope module and
a Linkam THM-600 (Tadworth, UK) heating stage (up to ~600 °C). IR spectra in the wavenumber interval from 4000 to 400 cm-1 with a resolution of 4
cm-1 were recorded. The IR spectra of porous ACPs and CaPs (Paper II),
porous ACCs (Paper III), vaterite microparticles (Paper IV), and
CaCit/MgCit (Paper V) were acquired using a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer (Bruker, Bremen, Germany) coupled with a platinum ATR with a single
reflection diamond ATR accessory. The spectra (4000 - 400 cm-1) were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm-1.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA): TGA records changes in the sample
mass as a function of temperature or time under certain gas atmospheres,
such as air or N2. The decomposition temperature can be determined from
the TGA curve. The composition of a material can also be calculated from a
TGA curve if the initial and end components are known. In this thesis, TGA
was used to determine the amount of water in porous ACC and the amount
of drugs loaded into porous ACC (Paper I), to determine the components of
ACPs/CaPs (Paper II), and to monitor the pyrolysis process of CaCit/MgCit
under N2 flow (Paper V). The TGA curves in this thesis were recorded using
a Mettler Toledo TGA2 instrument (Schwerzenbach, Switzerland) in air or
N2 with a flow rate of 40 mL/min from room temperature to 900 °C at a
heating rate of 10 °C/min.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM): SEM uses a beam of electrons to
scan a sample to produce information. The primary electrons progress into
the sample, producing various electrons which contain information related to
its morphology, phase distribution, etc. In this thesis, SEM secondary elec34

tron images were used to provide information on the morphology of the
samples. The SEM secondary electron images in this thesis were taken using
a Zeiss LEO 1530 scanning electron microscope (Oberkochen, Germany)
operated at 2 kV. All samples were coated with a thin layer of goldpalladium to avoid the charging effect. An in-lens secondary electron detector was used for imaging.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): TEM uses transmitted electrons to acquire information of the specimen. Compared with SEM, which
provides information on the surface of a sample, TEM offers information on
the inner structure of the sample, such as morphology and crystal structure.
TEM has high resolution due to the short wavelength of the electrons generated at high acceleration voltage in TEM. In this thesis, TEM was used to
obtain images and structural information of porous ACC, porous ACP, vaterite microparticles and porous carbon. The TEM images of porous ACC
(Paper I), porous ACP (Paper II) and porous carbon (Paper V) were acquired
using a JEOL JEM-2100 microscope (Tokyo, Japan) (Cs = 0.5 mm and point
resolution = 1.9 Å) equipped with a Schottky field-emission gun and operated at 200 kV at room temperature. The electron diffraction (ED) patterns of
porous ACC (Paper I) and porous ACP (Paper II) were recorded using the
same TEM instrument. The samples were crushed and dispersed on TEM
grids with carbon supporting films. The TEM images of vaterite microparticles (Paper IV) were collected using an FEI Tecnai F30 ST microscope
(Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) equipped with a Schottky field-emission gun and
operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. Fresh samples were diluted
with methanol and dispersed on TEM grids with carbon supporting film. The
ED patterns for the continuous rotation electron diffraction (cRED) data of
vaterite microparticles (Paper IV) were recorded using a JEOL JEM-2100
transmission electron microscope equipped with a thermal LaB6 gun operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.
Scanning TEM (STEM): STEM combines the characters of SEM and
TEM. It uses a highly focused electron probe to scan the sample and the
desired signals are collected to form an image as a function of position.
STEM is an ideal technique for determining individual nanostructures, with
atomic level sensitivity. STEM is one model in TEM measurement. Multiple
detectors can be used simultaneously or individually to acquire images.
Bright-field (BF) detector is used to intercept the transmitted electrons beam
and annular dark-field (ADF) detector is used to collect the scattered electron which is surrounds the transmitted beam. When the electrons scattered
to large-angle are detected by the ADF detector, the obtained image is highangle ADF (HAADF) images. STEM was employed to examine the individual ACC nanoparticles (Paper I and Paper III) and ACP nanoparticles (Paper
II). The BF and HAADF STEM images were recorded simultaneously using
a JEOL ADF ring detector and a Gatan BF detector with a camera length of
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10 cm. All STEM images were recorded and processed using Gatan Digital
Micrograph software.

3.3. Drug loading and delivery
3.3.1. Drug loading
Itraconazole (ITZ) and celecoxib (CEL) were loaded into porous ACC using
a solvent evaporation method (Paper I). CEL and ITZ were first dissolved in
absolute ethanol and dichloromethane, respectively. Porous ACC was then
added to the solutions. After shaking at 300 rpm for 48 hours at room temperature, the mixtures were dried in a ventilated oven to evaporate the solvent. The obtained CEL- and ITZ-loaded porous ACC samples were denoted
ACC-ITZ and ACC-CEL, respectively.
Alendronate (AL) was loaded into porous ACP by the soaking method
(Paper II). AL was dissolved in methanol (90 µg/mL), and 1.0 g porous ACP
was then added to 150 mL of the AL-methanol solution. After shaking at
200 rpm for 24 hours, the mixture was separated by centrifugation. The obtained deposition was re-dispersed in another 150 mL fresh AL-methanol
solution. The soaking procedure was repeated five times. The AL-loaded
ACP (ACP-AL) was then separated by centrifugation and dried in a ventilated oven at 70 °C for 24 hours. The supernatant solution obtained after each
centrifugation was tested by ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy (UV1800 Spectrophotometer, SHIMADZU, Japan) using a colorimetric method
to evaluate the concentration of AL [149]. The concentrations of AL in the
supernatant solutions were used to evaluate the loading content of AL in the
ACP-AL sample.

3.3.2. In vitro drug release
The in vitro release of ITZ and CEL from porous ACC was measured in a
USP-II dissolution bath (Sotax AT7 Smart, Sotax AG, Switzerland)
equipped with 1000 mL vessels (37 °C, 50 rpm). ACC-ITZ or ACC-CEL
was placed in a glass vessel with 1 L simulated gastric fluid buffer (pH =
1.2) for ITZ release or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH = 6.8) for CEL
release. 3 mL solution was withdrawn from each vessel at specific intervals
and the drug concentration was analyzed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The release test was carried out in triplicate for each drug. The dissolution of pure
crystalline drug was carried out following the procedure above. The average
concentrations and standard deviations were used to plot the release curve.
The in vitro release of AL was studied by adding 2.10 mg ACP-AL to 120
mL 10 mM N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N'-(2-ethanesulfonic acid)
(HEPES) buffer (pH = 7.0-7.6) and shaking at 200 rpm. At specific intervals,
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1.2 mL aqueous solution was withdrawn and centrifuged at 14000 rpm for
10 minutes. 1 mL supernatant was used in the colorimetric method as in the
drug loading process. The remaining 0.2 mL aqueous solution, along with
another 1.0 mL fresh HEPES, were added into the dissolution system. The
release test for AL was performed in triplicate. The concentration of each
bath was tested three times. The average concentrations and standard deviations were calculated and used to plot the release curve for AL.
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4. Results and discussion

A summary of the main results from the papers included in this thesis is presented here, details of the research results can be found in the enclosed papers. The results will be summarized into three parts: i) the synthesis and
characterization of porous ACC (Paper I) and porous ACP (Paper II); ii) the
use of additives and their effects on the porosity/stability (Paper III) and
crystallization (Paper IV) of ACC; iii) the application of porous ACC and
porous ACP, including use as drug carrier (Paper I and II) and synthesis of
porous carbon from porous ACC (Paper V).

4.1. Synthesis and characterization of porous ACC and
ACP
4.1.1. Porous ACC (Paper I)
Porous ACC was obtained by drying the ACC suspension as detailed in the
experimental section. The average size of ACC nanoparticles in the ACC
suspension was about 10 nm according to the dynamic light scattering experiment. These ACC nanoparticles aggregated during the drying process. The
porosity of porous ACC was created during this step. The N2 adsorption
isotherm (Figure 7 left) showed that the SSA of the porous ACC was >350
m2/g. The narrow pore size distribution (pore size ~8.6 nm) (Figure 7 right)
was attributed to the uniformly sized ACC nanoparticles that made up ACC.
The size of the ACC nanoparticles inside the porous ACC was calculated to
be ~7.3 nm using the BET surface area and the density of porous ACC (~2.4
g/cm3). Porous ACC consisted of aggregated ACC nanoparticles as revealed
by electron microscopy images (Figure 8). The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern indicated that the porous ACC was amorphous (i.e.
short-range atomic order) as indicated by the halo diffraction ring in the
SAED pattern.
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Figure 7. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm (left) and pore size distribution curve
(right) for porous ACC. Adapted with permission from [150].

Figure 8. SEM (top) and TEM (bottom) images of porous ACC. Adapted with permission from [150]. The insert in Figure 8 (left, bottom) is the corresponding SAED
pattern.
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The IR spectrum for porous ACC exhibited the characteristic bands of ACC,
with the most intensive carbonate band ν3 at 1392 cm-1 with a shoulder at
1469 cm-1. The ν1 band was at 1074 cm-1, ν2 was at 858 cm-1 and two small
overlapping ν4 bands were at 723 and 679 cm-1.
The amorphous state of porous ACC was further confirmed by PXRD.
Only halo diffraction peaks were observed in the PXRD pattern. The atomic
arrangement of porous ACC was studied using LAXS (Figure 9). The
LAXS-RDF results demonstrated that porous ACC had a short-range atomic
order, <8 Å, and there were no proto-calcite or proto-vaterite structures in
the porous ACC.

Figure 9. Calculated, experimental, and difference (experimental calculated) LAXSRDF curves for porous ACC. Adapted with permission from [150].

The stability of porous ACC under heating and in a humid environment was
studied. The in situ IR spectra for porous ACC at different temperatures are
shown in Figure 10 (left). Porous ACC was thermally stable up to >300 °C,
as indicated by the lack of changes in the IR spectra. Between 300 to 400 °C,
porous ACC started to crystallize to calcite and a new band appeared at 709
cm-1. The ν2 band also shifted from 856 to 870 cm-1. The stability of porous
ACC in humid conditions was tested under three degrees of humidity: i)
semi-air-tight conditions in which porous ACC was stored in a centrifuge
tube with cap on and a film seal; ii) 4 mmol/g of water vapor was added to
porous ACC in a N2 atmosphere (referred to as ACC_4 mmol/g_H2O); iii)
porous ACC was stored at ~100 % relative humidity (referred to as
ACC_100 %_H2O). The changes in the BET surface area of these three
samples with time are shown in Figure 10 (right). It appears that high humidity accelerated the partial dissolution-recrystallization process which was
thought to take place during the crystallization of porous ACC [22]. The
corresponding PXRD patterns, IR spectra and SEM images showed that the
decrease in the porosity of porous ACC was related to the crystallization and
growth of the crystalline calcium carbonate nanoparticles.
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Figure 10. Left: Thermal stability of porous ACC monitored by in situ IR. Right:
stability of porous ACC under various levels of humidity, monitored by N2
adsorption to follow the changes in the BET surface area. Adapted with permission
from [150].

4.1.2. Porous ACP (Paper II)
In this work, porous ACP was successfully synthesized from the ACC suspension discussed in Paper I. The reaction between calcium carbonate and
PA to form ACP is possible due to the difference in acidity between carbonic
acid (pKa1(H2CO3) = 6.3 and pKa2(H2CO3) = 10.3) and PA (pKa1(H3PO4) =
2.14) [106].
As discussed in Paper II, two of the obtained samples were X-ray amorphous (ACP032 and ACP053). The characteristic IR band of ACP, a broad
band at ~1100 cm-1, was observed in the IR spectra of both ACP032 and
ACP053 (Figure 11, left). However, the vibration bands of ACC were also
seen in ACP032, indicating that ACP032 was a carbonated ACP (carbonate
content ~16 wt.%). The other samples obtained in this study were synthesized using increasing amounts of PA, resulting in the formation of crystalline calcium phosphate samples (CaP058, CaP068, CaP078 and CaP088).
The ν3 band at ~1100 cm-1 of these samples split into several small bands.
The PXRD patterns (Figure 11, right) confirmed the crystalline state of the
samples and the diffraction peaks indicated that they were monetite (i.e.
CaHPO4).
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Figure 11. IR spectra (left) and PXRD patterns (right) of ACP and crystalline CaP
samples.

The BET surface areas of ACP032 and ACP053 were 423 m2/g and 418
m2/g, respectively. ACP053 had the highest BET surface area of all the reported ACPs. As ACP032 contained carbonate (~16 wt.%), it was not considered as pure ACP. Similar to porous ACC in Paper I, ACP053 was constructed of aggregated nanoparticles. The size of the ACP nanoparticles (<
10 nm) was revealed by electron microscopy and was calculated to be ~5.6
nm using the BET surface area and the density of the sample (2.59 g/cm3).
The porosity of ACP came from the spaces/voids between the aggregated
nanoparticles. The porosity of the ACPs and CaPs in Paper II is listed in
Table 1.
Table 1. BET surface area, peak pore size and pore volume of ACP and crystalline CaP samples.
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Samples

BET surface area
(m2/g)

Peak pore size
(nm)

Pore volume
(cm3/g)

ACP032
ACP053
CaP058
CaP068
CaP078
CaP088

423
418
294
133
52
6

5.4
9.3
18.6
18.6
6.8
18.6

0.57
1.05
1.39
0.62
0.11
0.10

LAXS was also used to study the structure of the ACPs; the LAXS-RDF
curves of the ACPs are shown in Figure 12 and compared with those of porous ACC and ACP taken from [116] (denoted ACP-Ref). The atomic arrangements of ACP032 and ACP053 were similar to that of ACP-Ref, which
indicated the ACP structure dominated in both ACP053 and ACP32 even
though ACP032 had ~16 wt.% carbonate substitution. Both ACP053 and
ACP032 had short-range atomic order up to ~17 Å. This distance was a little
bit longer than that of classical Posner’s clusters with the formula of
Ca9(PO4)6 (~9.5 Å). Some peaks in the LAXS-RDF curve of ACP032 shifted
toward the atomic distance of porous ACC, which was expected because of
the carbonate content of ACP032. The LAXS measurement demonstrated
that the structure of ACP053 and ACP032 contained the same building
blocks as ACP-Ref.

Figure 12. The LAXS-RDF curves of ACP032, ACP053 and ACP-Ref with porous
ACC as comparison. The curves are shifted for better visibility. The porous ACC
data were taken and rescaled from [150], Figure 6, while the ACP-Ref data were
replotted from [116], Figure 4a.

The stability of ACP053 and ACP032 under ambient conditions and in an
aqueous environment was investigated. ACP053 and ACP032 remained in
an amorphous state under ambient conditions for more than one year. However, a decrease in the BET surface area (~40 % of the original BET surface
area remained) of ACP053 was noted after one year under ambient conditions. The stability of ACP053 in de-ionized water was monitored by changes in the pH. ACP053 remained in an amorphous state for the first 2 hours
with no obvious drop in the pH of the dispersion (Figure 13, left). Crystallization of ACP053 occurred between the 5th and 7th hours, when a significant drop in pH was observed. The PXRD patterns for ACP053 exposed to
de-ionized water for various times confirmed its crystallization in de-ionized
water (Figure 13, right). After 7 hours, the crystallization process was almost
complete. For comparison, ACP032 remained stable for >20 hours when
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exposed to de-ionized water, which could be ascribed to the higher carbonate
substitution in ACP032.

Figure 13. Left: PH changes in a dispersion of ACP053 in de-ionized water over 1-7
hours. Right: PXRD patterns for ACP053 exposed to de-ionized water for 1-15
hours.

The in vitro cytotoxicity of the ACPs was tested using mouse osteoblastic
cells (MC3T3). The metabolic activity of cells treated with ACP032 and
ACP053 at different concentrations is shown in Figure 14. There were no
significant differences between the untreated cells (the negative control) and
the cells exposed to the ACPs, which indicated the non-cytotoxic effects of
the ACPs at concentrations up to 500 µg/ml.

Figure 14. Viability of MC3T3 cells exposed to varying concentrations of ACP032
(left) and ACP053 (right) for 24 hours and 48 hours. The data are presented as
means ± standard errors of the mean for n = 6; significant differences (p < 0.05)
compared to the negative control are marked with an asterisk (*).
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4.2. The effects of additives on ACC
The effects of different additives on the porosity, stability and crystallization
of ACC were studied in Papers III and IV.

4.2.1. The effects of additives on the porosity and stability of
porous ACC (Paper III)
As discussed earlier, the lifetime of porous ACC is limited. Many additives
have been tested to increase the stability of ACC. Some of the most commonly used additives for stabilizing ACC are carboxylic species [14]. Strong
interactions can form between the carboxylic groups and the calcium atoms
in ACC [103]. Inspired by the stabilization of ACC, we tested the use of
additives to improve the porosity and stability of porous ACC. The effect of
a specific additive on the porosity of porous ACC was also studied.
First, ACC synthesized with additives (ACC-additives) showed the characteristic IR bands of ACC and were X-ray amorphous. Further characterization methods detailed in Paper III showed that the obtained materials were
ACC. All ACC-additives exhibited improved porosity than porous ACC in
Paper I. The porosities of the synthesized ACC-additives are listed in Table
2.
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Table 2. Porosity characteristics of the ACC-additive samples synthesized in
this work. The samples with the highest BET surface area for each additive
are marked in bold.
Sample

BET surface
area (m2/g)

ACC-CA-213
ACC-CA-267
ACC-CA-400
ACC-CA-533
ACC-CA-667

537
605
644
600
577

ACC-AA-107
ACC-AA-160
ACC-AA-240
ACC-AA-267
ACC-AA-400

502
505
508
516
457

ACC-6A-160
ACC-6A-213
ACC-6A-267
ACC-6A-533
ACC-6A-667

495
486
497
489
443

ACC-4A-160
ACC-4A-213
ACC-4A-267
ACC-4A-400
ACC-4A-533

539
559
578
573
490

ACC-HA-053
ACC-HA-107
ACC-HA-160
ACC-HA-213

413
429
419
403

ACC-PAA-160
ACC-PAA-213
ACC-PAA-267
ACC-PAA-400
ACC-PAA-667

431
429
444
431
411

Peak pore size Pore volume
(nm)
(cm3/g)
ACC-CA
5.04
0.64
5.04
0.67
5.04
0.68
5.43
0.72
6.84
0.81
ACC-AA
5.88
0.64
5.04
0.55
4.66
0.51
4.66
0.46
4.66
0.46
ACC-6A
5.04
0.54
4.66
0.46
4.66
0.46
4.66
0.46
5.04
0.47
ACC-4A
5.43
0.68
5.04
0.60
4.66
0.59
5.04
0.59
5.43
0.59
ACC-HA
8.63
0.79
6.84
0.69
6.34
0.58
5.43
0.46
ACC-PAA
6.84
0.58
6.34
0.60
6.34
0.58
6.34
0.52
8.63
0.51

Particle
sizea (nm)
4.77
4.25
4.11
4.54
4.8
5.32
5.36
5.54
5.53
6.65
5.59
5.79
5.87
6.32
7.03
5.00
4.87
4.82
5.10
6.26
6.28
6.38
6.84
7.45
6.26
6.29
6.09
6.71
7.52

a) Particle size was calculated from the BET surface area and the density of
the sample.
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When a specific additive, such as CA, was used, the BET surface area of
ACC increased with increased amounts of CA up to a certain point, then
decreased with further increases. ACC-CA-400 had the highest BET surface
area (644 m2/g) of all the ACC-CA samples. The increase in the BET surface
area was thought to be related to the ability of CA to stabilize the ACC nanoparticles in suspension and prevent their intergrowth during the drying
process. The carboxylic groups in the CA molecule are able to form strong
interactions with the calcium in ACC, becoming adsorbed onto the ACC
nanoparticles as a result. Furthermore, hydrogen bonds could have formed
between the CA molecules that were adsorbed onto the surface of the ACC
nanoparticles, as illustrated in Figure 15 (inner corner). The coverage of CA
molecules and the hydrogen bonds between the CA molecules on the surface
of the ACC nanoparticles stabilized the ACC nanoparticles and prevented
their growth during the drying process, resulting in smaller ACC nanoparticles, increased BET surface area and decreased pore size as well. In addition,
when the ACC was covered by CA molecules, hydrogen bonds may also
have formed between the CA molecules on adjacent ACC nanoparticles, as
illustrated in Figure 15 (outer corner). This may also have minor effect on
the distance between the ACC-CA nanoparticles and reduced the overall
pore size. At lower amounts of CA than in ACC-CA-400, the stabilization
effect of CA on ACC nanoparticles was poorer because there were fewer CA
molecules on the surface of the ACC nanoparticles. This allowed the ACC
nanoparticles to grow, with resultant lower BET surface area and larger peak
pore sizes. At higher amounts of CA than in ACC-CA-400, the BET surface
area decreased and the peak pore size increased slightly. The decreased BET
surface area was thought to be related to excess CA molecules adsorbed onto
the surface of the ACC nanoparticles. This would increase the overall size of
the nanoparticles (Table 2, particle size) and therefore lower the BET surface
area. The slight increase in peak pore size may also be attributed to the multilayer adsorption of CA molecules on the surface of the ACC nanoparticles,
which would increase the distance between the ACC nanoparticles (i.e. increased peak pore size). Other ACC-additive samples exhibited similar
changes in the BET surface area and the peak pore size as seen for ACC-CA
when the amount of additives use was varied.
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Figure 15. The possible interactions in the additive stabilized ACC nanoparticles.
Additives attached on the surface of ACC nanoparticle via electrostatic interaction
and hydrogen bonds formed between the additives adsorbed onto the surface of one
ACC nanoparticle (inner corner) and hydrogen bonds formed possibly between
additives attached onto different ACC nanoparticles (outer corner), (a) ACC-CA, (b)
ACC-AA, (c) ACC-PAA and (d) ACC-HA.

The sample with the highest BET surface area for each additive (in bold in
Table 2) was chosen to study further, particularly with respect to morphology and stability. The ACC-additives contained small ACC nanoparticles that
aggregated randomly, similar to the microstructure of porous ACC (Paper I).
The additive layer adsorbed onto the surface of the ACC nanoparticles was
clearly visible in the STEM images.
The stability of the ACC-additives was tested under ambient and semiair-tight conditions. The stability of all the ACC-additives improved compared with that of porous ACC. When stored under ambient condition in air,
ACC-AA-267 was the most stable. No crystalline calcium carbonate was
detected even after more than a year. ACC-6A-267 and ACC-4A-267 had
comparable stability. They were stable in their amorphous states for 46
weeks and 48 weeks, respectively. ACC-CA-400 crystallized after 28 weeks.
ACC-PAA-267 crystallized gradually after 4 weeks. ACC-HA-107 remained
in its amorphous state for 44 weeks. These differences in stability could have
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been associated with the coverage of additive on the surface of the ACC
nanoparticles and the molecular structures of the additives. AA, 6A and 4A
molecules are similar in size and molecular structure, and are smaller than
PAA and CA molecules. The smaller additives appeared to stabilize the
ACC nanoparticles more effectively because of the higher surface coverage
than was possible with the larger molecules (i.e. CA and PAA). The good
stability of ACC-HA-107 may have been because its small molecular size
allowed high coverage on the surface of the ACC nanoparticles. Moreover,
although no hydrogen bonds would have formed between HA molecules
adsorbed onto the surface of the ACC nanoparticles, the hydrophobic alkyl
chains of HA would have resisted the adsorption of water, which is thought
to be an initiator for crystallization of ACC [22].
The stability of the ACC-additives under semi-air-tight conditions was
monitored by N2 adsorption. The changes in the BET surface area of the
ACC-additives with time are shown in Figure 16. ACC-AA-267 retained
~100 % of its original porosity within the first 16 weeks and ~87 % after 48
weeks. In contrast, porous ACC retained its porosity for only ~4 weeks, with
almost complete loss of porosity after 8 weeks (~5 % retained). ACC-PAA267 and ACC-CA-400 exhibited similar changes in BET surface area. A
noticeable drop in the BET surface area was seen within the first 8 weeks
and it continued to decrease gradually with increased storage time. ACC-6A267 and ACC-4A-267 tended to have comparable changes in BET surface
area as well. The BET surface area of these samples decreased slowly in the
first 24 weeks, with ~88 % and ~94 % retained, and then markedly dropped
to ~39 % after 48 weeks for both. ACC-HA-107 retained ~70 % of its original BET surface area after 35 weeks and ~65 % after 44 weeks. The stability
of the ACC-additives under semi-air-tight conditions followed a similar
trend to that under ambient conditions, which further confirmed that the stability of ACC was related to the coverage of the additive on the surface of
the ACC nanoparticles, and the hydrogen bonds formed between the additive
molecules adsorbed onto the surface of the ACC nanoparticles.
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Figure 16. Changes in the BET surface area of the ACC-additives under semi-airtight conditions over time. The porous ACC data were taken from [150], Figure 7.

4.2.2. The effects of additives on the crystallization of ACC
(Paper IV)
The effects of additives on the crystallization of ACC (mainly focus on morphology control of crystalline calcium carbonate) was studied by introducing
a small amount of water into the ACC suspension (with or without additives)
to initiate the crystallization process.
IR spectra and PXRD patterns confirmed that vaterite was the main phase
in the samples synthesized with additives (e.g. AA) with a very small
amount of calcite detected in the Vaterite-AA053 sample. Both vaterite and
calcite were detected in the additive free sample (Vaterite-AA000) via IR
and PXRD. The calcite content of Vaterite-AA000 and Vaterite-AA053 was
calculated by Rietveld refinement to be ~33.0 wt.% and ~8.0 wt.%, respectively. Figure 17 shows the SEM images of vaterite microparticles obtained
with different amounts of AA. There was a clear relationship between the
shape (i.e. aspect ratio) of the particles and the amount of AA used in the
synthesis: prolate spheroid particles (elongated) formed at low amounts of
AA (Vaterite-AA053 and Vaterite-AA160) and spherical particles formed at
high amounts of AA (Vaterite-AA267 and Vaterite-AA400). The longest
dimension of the vaterite particles ranged from 1 to 1.7 μm (on average)
depending on the amount of AA. Vaterie-AA000 was also elongated. The
microparticles appeared to be constructed of vaterite nanocrystals in a specific alignment. The average aspect ratio (y) of the vaterite microparticles,
with corresponding standard deviation, as a function of the amount of AA (x,
mg) could be fitted to several formulae, such as a tentative first-order exponential decay equation: y = a0 + a1 exp(-a2 * x), where a0 = 0.84, a1 =
1.076, a2 = 0.0045 and R2 > 0.97.
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Figure 17. SEM images of Vaterite-AA000, Vaterite-AA053, Vaterite-AA160,
Vaterite-AA267 and Vaterite-AA400. Adapted with permission from [151].

The TEM images of the vaterite microparticles illustrated their changed
shape from ellipsoidal to spherical with increasing amounts of AA, and the
alignment of the vaterite nanocrystals. The alignment inside the vaterite microparticles was further investigated using cRED. The reconstructed reciprocal lattice from the cRED data exhibited a single-crystal-like pattern (Figure
18, upper panel). This result indicated that the nanocrystals aligned with
each other throughout the entire microparticle. The individual nanocrystals
were aligned with their crystallographic c-axes along the longest dimension
of the microparticle. There was a small amount of misorientation between
the vaterite nanocrystals, as revealed by the arcs in the ED patterns displayed
in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Upper panels: Sections through the 3D reciprocal lattice reconstructed
from cRED data of Vaterite-AA000, Vaterite-AA053 and Vaterite-AA400 (c*-axis
horizontal). The cRED data were taken from the respective particles in the lower
panels. Lower panels: TEM images of microparticles from Vaterite-AA000, Vaterite-AA053 and Vaterite-AA400 samples. Adapted with permission from [151].

The formation process of vaterite with high and low additive amounts was
monitored by SEM, PXRD and IR. Figure 19 shows the SEM images, PXRD
patterns and IR spectra for Vaterite-AA400 formed at different times. In the
SEM images, nanoparticles could be seen 5 min after water was introduced
to the ACC suspension. These nanoparticles could have been ACC nanoparticles as there were no diffraction peaks in the PXRD pattern. From 15 to 45
min after water was introduced to the ACC suspension, the ACC nanoparticles disappeared gradually and some spherical particles appeared. These
particles grew bigger with time. The ACC nanoparticles crystallized to vaterite after ~15 min, as demonstrated by the appearance of vaterite diffraction peaks in the PXRD patterns. The IR spectra also confirmed the transformation of ACC to vaterite, with the v2 band shifted from ~860 cm-1 to
~876 cm-1 and a new band appearing at ~744 cm-1. The formed spherical
particles looked the same from 60 to 120 min with no noticeable differences
in the PXRD patterns or IR spectra, which could indicate that the vaterite
microparticles were fully grown. To confirm this, the coherence length of the
crystallites was calculated from the (002) and (100) diffraction peaks using
the Scherrer equation. As shown in Figure 19 (bottom right), the coherence
length of the crystallites in the [002] direction increased within the first 60
min and then remained stable. This further demonstrated that the vaterite
microparticles were completely formed after 60 min. The evolution of Vaterite-AA053 was also investigated using the same method. The results
(SEM, PXRD, IR and the calculated coherence length of the crystallites in
the [002] and [001] directions) indicated that ACC crystallized to vaterite in
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a shorter time (< 1min), with well defined, elongated vaterite microparticles
becoming visible within 15 min.

Figure 19. SEM images (upper panels), PXRD patterns (bottom left panel), IR spectra (bottom middle panel) and coherence length curves of crystallites calculated from
the (002) and the (100) diffraction peaks using the Scherrer equation (bottom right
panel) for Vaterite-AA400 formed at different times. Adapted with permission from
[151].

A possible formation mechanism for the vaterite microparticles was proposed in Paper IV. As described in Figure 20, the differing morphology of
the vaterite microparticles was thought to be related to the coverage of AA
adsorbed on the surface of the ACC nanoparticles.
At high amounts of AA, ACC nanoparticles were fully covered because
of the strong interaction between AA and the ACC nanoparticles. Hydrogen
bonds were able to form between the carboxyl groups of the AA molecules
adsorbed onto the surface of the ACC nanoparticles. When water was added
to the dispersion of ACC stabilized with AA, nonhomogeneous crystallization of ACC took place. ACC nanoparticles crystallized to vaterite nanocrystals, which then assembled spontaneously. The AA molecules adsorbed onto
the ACC nanoparticles and the hydrogen bonds may have acted as a “shield”
to retard the crystallization process of ACC (demonstrated by the slower
crystallization rate (> 15 min) than that of ACC with lower amounts of AA
(< 1min). The “AA shield” may also have restricted the growth of the vaterite nanocrystals to some extent. As a result, the vaterite microparticles
with a high amount of AA became spherical and consisted of smaller vaterite
nanocrystals. After all the ACC nanoparticles had crystallized to vaterite
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nanocrystals and assembled to spherical microparticles, Ostwald ripening
would have taken place [75].
At low amounts of AA, the ACC nanoparticles were not fully covered by
the AA molecules. As a result, the ACC nanoparticles crystallized to vaterite
more quickly (< 1min). Because there was no “AA shield” on the surface,
the vaterite nanocrystals were able to grow bigger with fewer restrictions on
their shape (elongated nanocrystals). The nanocrystals aligned along their
crystallographic c-axis and assembled to elongated microparticles.
In summary, the formation of vaterite can be seen as consisting of three
steps (Figure 20). Step i) The nonhomogeneous crystallization of ACC nanoparticles is initiated by the addition of water into the system. ACC nanoparticles are transformed to vaterite nanocrystals which then aggregate to
form spherical particles simultaneously with the spherical growth of vaterite.
Step ii) With increased time, the remaining ACC crystallizes to vaterite and
grows bigger. Step iii) When all the ACC has crystallized to vaterite, Ostwald ripening can occur.

Figure 20. Suggested scheme for the formation of vaterite microparticles with either
prolate spheroid or spherical microparticle shapes. Steps i-ii) ACC nanoparticles
crystallize to vaterite nanocrystals and spontaneously assemble to vaterite microparticles; Step iii) Ostwald ripening of vaterite nanocrystals may take place after welldefined vaterite microparticles have formed. Adapted with permission from [151].
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4.3. Application of porous ACC and porous ACP
4.3.1. Porous ACC and ACP used as drug carriers (Paper I and II)
4.3.1.1. Porous ACC used as a drug carrier for poorly soluble drugs (Paper I)
One of the most widely used methods of improving the bioavailability of
poorly soluble drugs is to load the drug into a porous carrier. Loading the
drugs into a carrier can stabilize the drugs in the amorphous state and hence
increase their dissolution rate and bioavailability [97]. The high porosity of
porous ACC makes it a potential candidate carrier for poorly soluble drugs.
CEL and ITZ were used as model drugs in this study.
The in vitro release of ITZ was carried out in simulated gastric fluid (pH
= 1.2) and CEL was released in PBS buffer with pH = 6.8. The in vitro release curves of ITZ and CEL are shown in Figure 21 in comparison with
those for the pure crystalline drugs. The release rate of ITZ was increased
65-fold within the first 30 min after being loaded into porous ACC, and the
release rate of CEL was improved 23-fold.

Figure 21. In vitro release rates of ITZ from ACC-ITZ (left) and of CEL from ACCCEL (right), compared with the dissolution rates of pure crystalline ITZ and CEL,
respectively. Adapted with permission from [150].

4.3.1.2. Porous ACP used as a drug carrier for AL (Paper II)
Calcium phosphate is one of the most used materials for bone regeneration
and it can also be used as a carrier for drug delivery [109, 116]. A commonly
used drug for treatment of osteoporosis, the bisphosphonate drug AL, was
loaded into ACP053 in order to test the ability of ACP to act as a drug carrier.
The in vitro release curve of AL in HEPES buffer is shown in Figure 22.
AL exhibited sustainable release for up to 22 days with ~25 % of the loaded
drug being released during this time. The release rate of AL from ACP was
comparable to that from HAP [152] and other carriers [153]. The slow release of AL could be attributed to the strong interaction between AL and
ACP053 [154].
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Figure 22. In vitro release curve for AL from porous ACP in HEPES buffer.

4.3.2. Hierarchical porous carbon derived from ACC (Paper V)
4.3.2.1. ACC used as precursor/template for porous carbon
Additives such as CA can be used to stabilize ACC (Paper III, section 4.2.1).
CA can also react with ACC to form CaCit (in a similar manner to PA reacting with ACC to form ACP, Paper II). We synthesized porous CaCit from
ACC suspension and then used it as a precursor to produce hierarchical porous carbon (PC-CaCit). For comparison, MMC was used to synthesize
magnesium citrate (MgCit) and then to produce porous carbon (PC-MgCit)
with the same method.
CaCit and MgCit were produced by adding CA to ACC and MMC suspensions, respectively. The obtained CaCit and MgCit were X-ray amorphous and exhibited porous properties, with BET surface areas of 217 m2/g
and 136 m2/g, respectively. Porous CaCit and MgCit were explored as precursors to porous carbons via pyrolysis (800 °C in N2 atmosphere). The metal oxide by-product in the obtained porous carbon also acted as a hard template of pores.
PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit had hierarchical structures with micro- and
mesopores that could be seen in the electron microscopy images (Figure 23).
Macropores could also be seen in PC-MgCit. The differences in the morphology of PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit were attributed to the original microstructures of CaCit and MgCit, and the different formation mechanisms of
PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit from CaCit and MgCit, respectively.
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Figure 23. SEM and TEM images of PC-CaCit (up) and PC-MgCit (bottom).
Adapted with permission from [155].

The N2 adsorption isotherms (Figure 24) showed that the BET surface areas
of PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit were ~1970 m2/g and ~2100 m2/g, respectively.
The pore size distribution revealed by N2 adsorption also demonstrated the
pore structures of PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit. Both PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit
had micropores of ~ 1 - 1.1 nm and relatively high pore volumes, which
makes them promising materials for gas adsorption/separation applications.

Figure 24. N2 sorption isotherms and pore size distributions of PC-CaCit (upper
panels) and PC-MgCit (lower panels). Adapted with permission from [155].
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4.3.2.2. PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit used as greenhouse gas adsorbents
PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit were tested as potential greenhouse gas adsorbents,
with particular reference to separation of SF6 and CO2 from N2. The data
regarding uptake of different gases by PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. The capacity of PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit to absorb different gases.
Adapted with permission from [155].

Temperature
(°C)
0
10
25
Temperature
(°C)
0
10
25

SF6
(100 kPa)
5.23
4.41
3.61
SF6
(100 kPa)
4.98
4.14
3.34

PC-CaCit
Uptake (mmol/g)
CO2
N2
(100 kPa) (100 kPa)
3.42
0.52
2.71
0.43
2.18
0.33
PC-MgCit
Uptake (mmol/g)
CO2
N2
(100 kPa) (100 kPa)
3.29
0.47
2.70
0.39
2.11
0.31

Selectivitya
SF6/N2
CO2/N2
=10:90
=15:85
32
12
32
11
30
11
Selectivitya
SF6/N2
CO2/N2
=10:90
=15:85
33
13
31
12
30
11

a. The SF6/N2 and CO2/N2 selectivity was calculated using the ideally adsorbed solution theory. Selectivity = (q1/q2)/(p1/p2), where px represents the
partial pressure of component x in the mixed gas, and qx is the uptake
amount of component x at partial pressure px; px and qx were acquired from
pure gas adsorption isotherms. The gas composition was assumed to be 10 %
SF6 and 90 % N2 or 15 % CO2 and 85 % N2 at a pressure of 100 kPa.
The adsorption isotherms of SF6, CO2 and N2 on PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit at
0, 10 and 25 °C are shown in Figure 25. PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit showed
high uptake of SF6 (5.23 mmol/g for PC-CaCit and 4.98 mmol/g for PCMgCit at 0 °C, 100 kPa). The higher amount of SF6 absorbed by PC-CaCit
was possibly related to the higher pore volume of PC-CaCit, with pores at
around 1-1.1 nm in diameter. Selective adsorption by size exclusion could
not be used to explain the high uptake of SF6 because it had the largest kinetic diameter (0.55 nm) of all of the gases (CO2 = 0.33 nm and N2 = 0.36 nm).
SF6 interacted less with the adsorbent compared to CO2. SF6 is not polarized,
while CO2 is relatively more polarized because of its significant quadrupole
moment. The adsorption of SF6 on various porous materials is typically governed by van der Waals (VdW) forces. Moreover, Monte Carlo simulations
have identified that pore diameters between 1 and 1.1 nm are ideal for SF6
adsorption [156], which could be because pores in this range are sterically
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ideal for an enhanced VdW interaction with SF6. Therefore, the higher uptake of SF6 by PC-CaCit was probably due to the significant number of pores
with diameters between 1 and 1.1 nm.

Figure 25. SF6, CO2 and N2 adsorption isotherms on PC-CaCit (left) and PC-MgCit
(right) at different temperatures. Adapted with permission from [155].

PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit exhibited fast uptake kinetics for both SF6 and
CO2: > 90 % uptake of SF6 was achieved within 30 seconds. CO2 uptake was
even faster than that of SF6, probably because CO2 molecules are smaller
than SF6 molecules.
Apart from the high uptake capacity and fast adsorption process, rapid regeneration and good cyclic performance were exhibited by PC-CaCit and
PC-MgCit. The heat of adsorption (Eads) values for SF6 were 23.6-27.3
kJ/mol and 22.8-26.9 kJ/mol, for PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit, respectively. The
Eads values for CO2 were 19.3−21.7 kJ/mol and 19.4−22.5 kJ/mol, respectively. The Eads values for both SF6 and CO2 were in the range of physical
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adsorption values (< 50 kJ/mol) [157]. This means the regeneration of PCCaCit and PC-MgCit does not require a large amount of energy. The cyclic
performance of PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit for adsorption of SF6 and CO2 was
tested by measuring the cyclic uptake at 0 °C. The regeneration of PC-CaCit
and PC-MgCit between each adsorption cycle was achieved solely by vacuuming. PC-CaCit and PC-MgCit showed good cyclic performance without
obvious loss of uptake capacity after five cycles.
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5. Conclusion and perspective

In this thesis, porous ACC and porous ACP have been successfully synthesized. The synthesis of porous ACC was carried out using a surfactant free
method. Porous ACC with the highest specific BET surface area reported todate (>350 m2/g) was obtained. Porous ACC was constructed with aggregated ACC nanoparticles of <10 nm in diameter. The ACC nanoparticles
showed short-range atomic order up to around 8 Å. The effects of additives
on the stability, porosity and the crystallization of ACC were investigated.
All of the additives tested could increase the porosity and the storage stability of porous ACC. AA and other additives with similar molecular structures
could be used to control the crystallization of porous ACC to form vaterite
microparticles with tailored morphologies. The coverage of additives on the
surface of ACC nanoparticles was found to play the key role in the stabilization and crystallization of ACC. Porous ACC has demonstrated the ability to
stabilize and accelerate the release rate of poorly soluble drugs. Porous ACC
was also tested as a precursor/template in the synthesis of porous carbon
adsorbent.
Porous ACP was obtained by introducing PA into the ACC suspension
obtained during the synthesis of porous ACC. The carbonate content in the
porous ACP could be adjusted by varying the ratio between the precursors.
The microstructure of porous ACP resembled that of porous ACC. Shortrange atomic order in porous ACP was detected up to 17.5 Å. Porous ACP
was stable for over 12 months when stored under ambient condition in air.
Porous ACP was tested as a carried for a bisphosphate drug and showed the
properties of a promising drug carrier.
Currently, the formation of porous ACC, particularly the formation of the
ACC suspension from the CaO precursor, is not well understood. Future
efforts should be put into investigating the formation mechanism of the ACC
suspension. Detailed morphological investigation of the ACC nanoparticles
should also be carried out. This information will be useful for tuning the
properties of porous ACC, as well as controlling the morphology of the crystalline calcium carbonate (that can be obtained from ACC suspension). The
application of porous ACC and porous ACP in drug delivery should be further investigated. In this thesis, drug release tests were carried out exclusively in vitro. It would therefore, be interesting to expand this work toward
include in vivo drug delivery.
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6. Sammanfattning på svenska

Kalciumkarbonat och kalciumfosfat är två viktiga mineraler som finns närvarande i naturen, där kalciumkarbonat ofta påträffas som en av huvudkomponenterna i skal och exoskelett hos levande organismer och kalciumfosfat i
skelett och tänder hos många ryggradsdjur. Amorf kalciumkarbonat (ACC)
och amorf kalciumfosfat (ACP), två polymorfer av kalciumkarbonat respektive kalciumfosfat, har väckt stor uppmärksamhet de senaste åren för deras
betydande roll inom biomineralisering men även för deras applikation inom
materialvetenskapen. Dessa amorfa material agerar som prekursorer i levande organismer under bildandet av kalciumkarbonat och kalciumfosfat,
samt som intermediärer under utfällningen av kalciumkarbonat/kalciumfosfat. ACC och ACP har även visat sig ha förbättrade egenskaper jämfört med deras kristallina motsvarigheter för vissa applikationer, som
vid läkemedelstillförsel, på grund av deras höga porositet, bioaktivitet samt
biokompabilitet.
I denna avhandling syntetiserades och karaktäriserades poröst ACC och
poröst ACP. Potentiella applikationer för dessa material utforskades.
Poröst ACC syntetiserades via en surfaktantfri metod, där det erhållna
materialet uppvisade den högsta specifika ytarean (>350 m2/g) av alla hittills
rapporterade kalcium karbonat material. Materialet visade sig även vara
uppbyggt av mindre ACC-nanopartiklar med en diameter mindre än 10 nm.
Poröst ACC uppvisade en ordnat struktur endast på en längdskala kortare än
8 Å och ingen proto-kristallin struktur. Det amorfa materialet visade sig ha
en begränsad stabilitet på mindre än 4 veckor vid förvaring under semilufttäta förhållanden (dvs. i förslutna centrifugeringsrör).
För att undersöka hur porositeten och stabiliteten av ACC kunde förbättras inkorporerades ett flertal tillsatser i syntesen av poröst ACC. Alla erhållna tillsattsstabiliserade ACC material (ACC-additives) uppvisade en
signifikant förbättrad porositet med en specifik ytarea på mer än 600 m2/g.
Stabiliteten av ACC-additive materialen förbättrades även signifikant, där en
enastående lång livslängd på mer än ett år i rumsförhållanden erhölls. Tillsatserna visade sig även påverka kristalliseringen av ACC. Vateritmikropartiklar med en ellipsoidformad till sfärisk morfologi kunde syntetiseras genom en kontrollerad kristallisering av ACC med hjälp av tillsatserna.
De erhållna vaterit-mikropartiklarna var porösa och uppbyggda av vateritnanokristaller. Täckningen av tillsatserna på ACC partiklarna spelade en
viktig roll i stabiliseringen samt kristalliseringen av ACC.
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Poröst ACC visade sig även ha potential som läkemedelsbärare in vitro.
Materialet förbättrade markant frisättningshastigheten av itraconazole and
celecoxib, två svårupplösliga läkemedel. Det porösa ACC materialet påvisade även potential att användas som prekursor/mall för tillverkningen av
poröst kol. Det erhållna porösa kolet uppvisade hög porositet samt en hierarkisk struktur, en god gas adsorptionen förmåga, inklusive en hög upptagskapacitet för SF6, SF6/N2 selektivitet samt snabb kinetik och bra cyklingsförmåga.
Poröst ACP erhölls genom att introducera fosforsyra (PA) i syntesen av
poröst ACC. Det erhållna ACP materialet uppvisade en hög ytarea (>400
m2/g) och liknande mikrostruktur som den för poröst ACC. Mängden karbonat i materialet kunde justeras genom att variera förhållande ACCsuspension till mängden PA. ACP materialen påvisade en ordnad struktur
endast på en längdskala kortare än 17.5 Å. Materialen uppvisade även utmärkt stabilitet, då ingen kristallisering inducerades vid lagring i rumsförhållanden i mer än ett år. Poröst ACP visade sig vara en bra bärare för alendronate, ett bisfosfonat läkemedel som används vid behandlingen av osteoporos.
För att sammanfatta, poröst ACC och poröst ACP syntetiserades framgångsrikt i denna avhandling. Materialen uppvisade god potential för användning som läkemedelsbärare. Porös ACC kunde även användas som mall
för poröst kol. Porositeten och stabiliteten av poröst ACC kunde ytterligare
förbättras genom addering av tillsatser. Dessa tillsatser kunde även användas
för att kontrollera kristalliseringen av porös ACC för att erhålla kristallin
porös kalciumkarbonat.
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